
English 11 Honors 
Supplement to Shelly’s “Ozymandias” 
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Today’s lesson is a supplement to The Great Gatsby. It has to do with Romantic Poetry, ruins, 
anxiety, and death. Brace yourself, folks. Here it comes. 

 
Read the following passage on ruins from Alain de Botton’s 2004 book Status Anxiety. Then consider 
the following questions. 

 

 
 

Whatever other differences may exist between them, Christian and secular concepts overlap 
substantially on the subject of what is meaningful in life when viewed from the perspective of death. 
There is a strikingly similar positive emphasis on love, authentic social relations and charity, and a 
common condemnation of the pursuit of ends and activities universally inconsequential beside the 
thought of death. 

… 
 

 
 

We might feel no less sad, and no less 
skeptical about the value of fleeting 
achievements and impermanent notions of 
meaning, if we were to study a picture of the 
participants at a Heinz company convention 
held in Chicago during the spring of 1902. 
The image of all of these earnest men, each 
with his excited plan 
for increasing sales of ketchup and pickles in 
stores across the United States, should be 
enough to make us weep with the bitterness of 
King Xerxes of Persia. 



Of course, the inevitable eraser of our Earthly efforts at the hands of death are foreshadowed in other 

tasks besides conquering nations and building brands. We may observe a mother teaching her dimple‐
cheeked child to tie his shoe laces and find ourselves haunted by an image of both of their eventual 
funerals. Nevertheless, we may conclude that bringing up a child is a more effective way of cheating 
death than selling condiments, or that helping a friend enjoys an advantage over leading an army. 

 
… 

 
[Sir Thomas Browne, in 1648, discovered, in Norwich, England, a row of urns buried deep in the soil 
while a farmer was plowing his land. Upon further investigation, he found that each urn contained 

approximately two pounds of bones, some with jaw‐bones, broken skulls, femurs, and miscellaneous 
teeth. He eventually hypothesized that the remains were those of the country’s forefathers, or perhaps 
ancient Roman settlers. He then mocked the dead in the jars, making fun of their earthly 
achievements, and asking them to consider their great aristocratic power and wealth no that they are 
simply turning to dust. He continues,] 
”Generations passe while some trees stand, and old Families not last three oaks.” Rather than try 
to achieve fame on earth, the duty of the honest Christian was to make an impression, “Not in 
the record of man,” but instead, “in the Register of God.” 

 
The message may seem a melancholy one, but it is arguably much more so for those who anchor their 
lives on the pleasures of a high status position than it is for those whom society ignores and who are 
therefore already well acquainted with the oblivion in which their privileged counterparts will some 
day join them. It is the rich, the beautiful, the famous, and the powerful for whom death has in store 

the cruelest lessons‐ the very categories of people, that is, whose worldly goods take them, in the 
Christian understanding, furthest from God. 

 
Ruins reprove us for our folly in sacrificing peace of mind for the unstable rewards of earthly power. 
Beholding old stones, we may feel our anxieties over our achievements –and the lack of them –slacken. What 
does matter, really, if we have not succeeded in the eyes of others, if there are no monuments and processions 
in our honor or if no one smiled at us at 
a recent gathering? Everything is, in any event, faded 
to disappear, leaving only New Zealanders to sketch the ruins 
of our boulevards and offices. Judged against eternity, how 
little of what agitates us, makes any difference. 

 

Ruins bid us to surrender our strivings and our fantasies of 
perfection and fulfillment. They remind us that we cannot 
defy time and that we are merely the playthings of forces of 
destruction which can, at best, be kept at bay, but never 
vanquished. We may enjoy local victories, perhaps claim a 
few years in which we are able to impose a degree of order 
upon the chaos, but ultimately all will slop back into a 
primeval soup. If this prospect has the power to console us, 
it is perhaps because the greater part of our anxieties stems 
from an exaggerated sense of the importance of our own 
projects and concerns. We are tortured by our ideals and by 

a punishingly high‐minded sense of the gravity of what we 
are doing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
World War I. Cathedral St. Quentin, 

France, c. 1918 



 

Above: Design for the Grande Galerie in the Louvre, oil on canvas by Hubert Robert, 1796; In the 

Louvre, Paris. 112 x 143 cm 
 

Below: Imaginary View of the Grand Gallery of the Louvre in Ruins, oil on canvas by Hubert Robert, 
1796; in the Louvre, Paris. 115 × 145 cm. 

 



 
Above: World War II. French Ruins c. 1944 

 
 

 
Questions to consider: 

 

1. In what ways do you think Shelley’s poem embodies the romantic impulses discussed in class? 

2. In what ways do you think de Botton’s thoughts on ruins embody the Romantic spirit? 

3. How might de Botton’s ideas challenge, reinforce, or complicate the ways in which we 

understand The Great Gatsby? What about “The Jazz Age” from which it came? 

4. Consider Sir Thomas Browne’s ideas concerning life and death, that “Rather than try to achieve 

fame on earth, the duty of [a person is] to make an impression, “not in the record of man,” but 

instead, “in the Register of God.” What do you make of this? Do you agree or disagree?  How 

would Gatsby feel? How would Tom? If the word “Register” is replaced with “eyes,” how 

might this more clearly connect with the novel? 

5. As de Botton says, Ruins bid us to surrender our strivings and our fantasies of perfection and 

fulfillment.” How did Gatsby interact with his own personal ruins? Did he surrender his strivings 

and fantasies?  Why or why not? 

 


